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Denver Sustainable Food Policy Council 
February 15, 2017; 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Location:  Denver Urban Gardens, Horse Barn, 1031 33rd Street, Denver, CO 80205 
Co-Chairs:  Shannon Spurlock, Eric Kornacki, Adam Brock 

 
Mission: The Denver Sustainable Food Policy Council influences policy that fosters food security for all community members, 
and promotes a healthy, equitable, and sustainable local food system, with consideration for economic vitality and 
environmental impact. 
 
Council Members Present: Shannon Spurlock (co-chair), Eric Kornacki (co-chair), Adam Brock (co-chair), Megan 
Bradley, Asia Dorsey, Patti Iwasaki, Joanne Katz, Turner Wyatt, Lauren Duncan, Anne Misak, Lisa Warren, Reuben 
Gregory, and Nate Reyher 
 
Council Members Absent: Mya Bea (excused), Turner Wyatt (excused), Jody Norman (excused), Wayne Vaden 
(excused), Analiese Hock (excused, ex-officio), Jennifer Moreland (ex-officio) 
 
Ex-Officio Team Present: Blake Angelo, Tristan Sanders, Dan Goldhamer 
 
Guests: Cheryl Sanelli, Sarah Farbman, Katie Ettman, Scott Clobes, Brittany Goldstein, Michele Severson, Maggie 
Brown, Tricia Stevens, Laura Lavid, Jenna Smith, Mandilyn Beck, Neambe Leadon, Chris Herrington, McKenna Pullen 
 

TIME AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

10:00 a.m. 

Welcome (Eric Kornacki) 
• Roll call 
• Introduction of guests 
• We will continue the Food Systems Networking Opportunity (optional) before SFPC monthly meetings at 9:30 – 

10:00AM. 

ACTION: All were welcomed and the meeting came to order. Roll call and short introductions were made. A quorum was present.  

TIME AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

10:10 a.m. 
Consent Agenda (Eric Kornacki) 
• SFPC January meeting minutes, February meeting agenda 

ACTION: Three minor edits were put forward, and a motion was made to accept the minutes with the corrections. 1st by Shannon, 
2nd by Lauren; The motion passed with zero abstentions. 

TIME AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

10:15 a.m.  

SFPC Business (Eric Kornacki) 
• Membership timeline 
• Co-chair nomination announcement 
• Website/communications needs 
• Key points 

 21 official council members are allowed to serve. Currently we have 15 members (not counting ex-officio 
members), and 6 vacant seats.  

 There are 4 sectors: urban agriculture, environment/natural resources, health outcome and access, and 
economic development. 

 There are many existing tools for gap analyses for dimensions, diversity, strengths, and weaknesses. (Asia) 
 Can we define the skill set regarding policy making? (Lisa)  
 Everyone is encouraged to help with outreach regarding membership applications, there will be 7 seats to fill. 

(Patti) 
 Adam will be gone June, August, and September 2017 on a book tour. 
 The membership committee is currently not looking at skill sets, that is a need. (Tristan) 

• Next steps 
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 Membership timeline: Open for applications in April, close in May, interview and review candidates, provide a 
recommendation to the Mayor’s representative. Members will start at the July SFPC meeting. Membership is 
a 3-year term, there will be an open process to applying. (Tristan) 

 If we have more slots to fill, a 2nd committee may be considered. After interviewing and assessing, it will be 
forwarded to the Board of Directors and Commissions by June, and will be approved by the Mayor; approval 
by July meeting. (Tristan) 

 Request for help with council evaluation to put together and administer an evaluation tool: is there any 
interest? (Adam) A: No responses. 

 We discussed this in the membership group. We are putting together a map, may not indicate 
priority areas. (Patti) 

 Q: Clarify the dimensions we are targeting? (Nate) A: We can include that as an agenda item on the March 
meeting. (Eric) 

 Q: Is there criteria we are supposed to follow regarding screening applications? (Anne) A: We can provide 
context and clarity at the next meeting. Barry is the new Anthony Aragon (liaison at the City to all Boards and 
Commissions to the Mayor), who may attend a future meeting. (Blake) 

 Shannon’s co-chair position is expiring in June 2017 and role will change. Denver Urban Gardens will continue 
to be very supportive. Start co-chair elections in April. (Eric) Members on the council at least a year: please 
consider fulfilling that role. (Shannon) 

 Nate Reyher reviewed communications in support of the policy pipeline and is soliciting feedback from the 
ex-officio/co-chair team.  

 Q: Can anyone help with the SFPC website? (not Mobilize)  
 I can assist with cleaning up and uploading content on the website. (Nate) I can assist with providing 

content. (Blake) 
 Q: Can anyone help with monitoring the SFPC Facebook? A: Lauren Duncan. Ensure Lauren has access. 

(Shannon) 
 

TIME AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

10:30 a.m. 

SFPC Handbook Presentation (Eric Kornacki) 
• Review of draft handbook. 
• Key points 

 More in depth than the by-laws, includes roles & responsibilities. 
 Posted this morning on Mobilize.  
 Follow up to the annual planning retreat is another piece of context. (Blake) 
 We do have separate governing documents, shouldn’t be in conflict with the bylaws (Answer to Nate’s 

question) (Eric) 
 Guests in the room stated they would be interested reading this.  
 There’s a role for non-members to be a part of the council. (Shannon)  

• Next steps 
 Review this .pdf version by the deadline: Thursday, March 2nd.  

 Any suggestions, changes, additions – email to Eric on Mobilize. Focus on content, not grammar. 
(SFPC members) 
 

TIME AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

10:40 a.m. 

Policy Process Framework (Adam Brock/Blake Angelo) 
• Review of updated SFPC policy framework 
• Key points 

 “SFPC Proposed Policy Development Process; Version 2: February 2017” document projected. This is the 
revised policy process framework. Previous version handed out at the last meeting. 

 Outcome focused – in bold on the “what” column. The goal is to make public and stay on track to deliver. 
Includes guiding outcomes and a set of broad goals that policies will help achieve. 

 We’ll start with the criteria we’ve been using as a template, may be edited a little. (Adam) (Answer to 
Lauren’s question) 

 We want an open docket but the way we frame it may shift as they become more clearly identified. (Blake) 
The docket is a brainstorming tool. (Shannon) 

 (3rd tab down under “what”): Define what aspects besides these 5 points might make a policy proposal 
promising, identify people within the City and some clear thinking on the agency home (Patti) A: That is an 
area of interest. (Adam) 
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 It seems to me we’re ready to run a pilot. (Nate) 
 We will continue an ongoing process of reviewing and vetting. (Shannon) 
 These are targets and depends on capacity, can shift and be fluid. (Tristan) 
 At the annual retreat: discussed the importance of focusing on one thing (a Mayoral Advisory). One process 

and outcome; while focusing on single issues. Proactive policy work will be an ongoing process but will 
manifest through the singular process. (Blake) 

 The funnel part of the policy process is important but the “pull” may be slower based on system readiness. 
(Blake) 

 Residential sales policy example. The policy was successful but the implementation in terms of residents 
being engaged in sales was a concern. Identify the mechanism for feedback loop and evaluation (impact 
assessment) that addresses if the outcome was achieved. (Patti) 

 Identify context experts and the demographic; identify if the target market is up taking and engaged. Connect 
policy to specific target group and way to measure it should be included in structure? (Asia) 

 Concern about current capacity and ambitiousness for 2017 goals, from the perspective of my 
working group. Focus on one thing for 2017. (Ann) 

• Next steps 
 Will do an exercise to review.  
 Everything in the policy docket is a running list of the policies; should be connected to some of the goals in 

the policy platform. The line below the white dots represents a level of filtering. Will go through a series of 
criteria and issue an issue brief (intended for general public, including elected officials) that summarizes why 
the policy is a good fit, outcomes, goals, cost, how to get involved, and next steps. Develop a formal Mayoral 
advisory and go through vetting process. Will include a stakeholder analysis, community outreach, and 
writing a policy. 

 Q: Are we forming a database to track policies? (Lisa)? A: We would love to see that tool you described, and 
are interested in a database. (Adam) A: A spreadsheet, a Google doc., and associated folder with a record 
indicator for tracking would be useful. (Nate) A: I can take that on. (Lisa) 

 Stay on policy development teams. Identify specific issue experts. Ask policy working group to get advice from 
issue experts along the way (may or may not be on the council). (Adam) 

 Action plan 2017 – include development of decision criteria and Mayoral advisory policy criteria; develop 
policy platform, issue briefs, and develop (1-2) formal Mayoral advisory is a lot for 2017. (Blake) 

 Would the working groups step back when the Mayoral advisory group convenes? (Megan) A: If one or 2 
groups are working the Mayoral advisory, others can still work on issue groups, refine policies in docket, do 
community outreach, etc. (Adam) 

 We’re ready. The policy docket is developed. Determine which ones we want to create issue briefs for. New 
members in July will help push forward. (Adam) 

TIME AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

10:50 a.m. 

Policy Platform Discussion (Adam Brock) 
• Review of Denver Food Vision - how do our policy recommendations align? what’s missing? 
• Break out groups 
• Key points 

 There is a 2020 Food Vision and a 2030 Food Action Plan. There are 4 vision pillars, priorities, and winnable 
goals.  

 Outcomes read more as activities. (Nate) A: We don’t want outcomes to be too broad. It will be connected in 
the middle. (Adam) 

 If they are measurable goals, we should be able to identify how to measure them. (Adam) (Answer to 
Megan’s question)  

 Some of the winnable goals/numbers will change; pillars will stay the same, may be expanded slightly. Focus 
is on the year 2020. The platform will be broader and a specific advisory and issue brief will follow.  (Blake) 

• Next steps 
 In the next 20-30 minutes, split into groups, look at existing goals in the Food Vision; How do we want to 

adapt?  List from each group: how you want to change goals; or these are the specific goals we want to adopt 
as SFPC platform. We will consolidate feedback and address in next meeting. (Adam) 

• Break into working groups and hand in a paper in 15 minutes, by 11:40. 
1. Food Production (Lauren) 
2. Access and Affordability (Ruben) 
3. Education and Promotion (Megan) 
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4. Food Businesses (Ann) 

TIME AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

11:00 a.m. 

Colorado Food Policy Network (Shannon Spurlock) 
• General update 
• Key points 

 Ann, Ruben, and Katie attended the last statewide gathering. Discussion at a regional level, broader network. 
Shannon will continue to invite people to the quarterly calls. Determine how SFPC can plug in to greater, 
statewide network to build and lend support.  

 They discuss relevant topics that feed into the food vision: Food access and affordability, food access and land 
production, farm to institution 

 The groups hold calls, participation is encouraged and you don’t need to be a member. (Ann) 
 Recommend to review the strategies in the Food Vision for clarity. (Ann) 
 A read out of action items before approving minutes would be helpful. (Nate) 
 Job description are in handbook. 

• Next steps 
 Shannon is a formal representative to the Colorado Food Policy Network. We will need to replace when her 

co-chair term expires, elections for co-chair will be held in April. 
 Add charter on the website. (Nate) 
 If you can provide notes from the break out session in more detail, that’s ok to provide by the March 2 

deadline (Adam) (answer to Megan’s question) 
 

TIME AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

11:20 a.m. 

Food System Announcements (Open) 
• Proposal for the next Happy Hour – March 10, Friday at 4:00 pm – 6:00 pm, at Denver Central Market. Eric will send 

out the invite (earlier).  
• Nate received 5 offers for feedback from MM local. 
• Nate is offering a variety of his business expertise for those that need help. Message Nate on Mobilize if interested. 
• The National Consumer Report is aware of our urban agriculture work in Georgia. Group applying for limiting SNAP 

purchases to healthy foods in Arkansas. Will be vetted. Not aware of other states doing this. (Shannon) 
• Documents are in a repository on Mobilize. If you have new documents, add by March 1. (Blake) 

 

TIME AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

11:59 a.m. Adjourned 

 


